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Historians in general and maritime economic 
historians in particular have intensifi ed their focus 
on explaining how the world, today, became the way 
that it is by examining the world or worlds that trade 
created.1 Within many of the contemporary “big” and 
contested historiographical discussions of globalization, 
material culture and divergence, the history of 
individual commodities or groups of commodities has 
emerged as a popular narrative or vehicle in presenting, 
contextualizing and discussing development in the 
past.2 From salt, silver, chocolate, coffee, sugar and tea, 
to porcelain, rice and opium, the list grows, and the 
history of commoditization or objects of utility also 
grows.3 Some of these commodity histories have been 
made contextually richer through their incorporation 
of inter-disciplinary approaches, such as history-
anthropology or anthropology-history.4 

This article examines the history of the Portuguese 
Crown’s monopoly and trade in an American commodity, 
Brazilian tobacco, and African and Asian commodities 
in the Atlantic and global economy from about 1674 to 
1776. It discusses the importance of this institution in the 
functioning of the Portuguese empire in America (Brazil), 

Africa (Mozambique, in particular) and Asia, the Estado 
da Índia, the commercial relations and operations of this 
monopoly, and the use of African and Asian commodities 
in interconnecting the African slave trade in and within 
the economies of the Atlantic and Indian Ocean worlds 
or the early modern global economy. 

Tobacco originated in the New World.5 
Throughout the last quarter of the 16th and the early 
17th centuries, the two primary species of tobacco (of 
the genus Nicotiana—N. rustica and N. tabacum) were 
introduced in Asia by the Portuguese and Spanish via 
commercial exchanges.6

The terms Atlantic,7 Pacifi c8 and Indo-Atlantic9 
exchanges are used here to describe the long-term 
interaction of goods, peoples, ideas and technologies 
between Europe and America, and between Asia and 
America. The Atlantic exchange, usually mentioned 
as the Columbian exchange, deals primarily with the 
bio-history of smallpox and syphilis, Old World plants 
and animals in the Americas, and the infl uence of New 
World foods, such as maize and manioc, on European 
demography. It is associated in part with the annual 
trans-Atlantic shipping of the Spanish and Portuguese 
seaborne empires.10 This essay touches tangentially 
with all three exchanges but concentrates on the Indo-
Atlantic exchange. Both the Pacifi c and Indo-Atlantic 
exchanges possess similarities with the Atlantic in that 
they focus on the bio-history of disease, plants and 
animals, the infl uence of New World and African and 
Asian foods on demography, and the movement of 
goods, peoples, ideas and technologies between Asia 
and America via two maritime routes, across the Pacifi c 
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and across the Indian Ocean, including the South and 
East China Sea, around the Cape of Good Hope, and 
in the South Atlantic Ocean. 

The Portuguese brought tobacco from Brazil via 
the Cape of Good Hope route to India and the rest 
of Asia, and the Spanish brought tobacco from New 
Spain (Mexico) via the Pacifi c exchange or the trans-
Pacifi c route to the Philippines and to China. Based on 
the subsequent diffusion of tobacco in China, it was 
tabacum—the typical species from America—that was 
more widely diffused and accepted. The dissemination 
and acculturalization of tobacco production and its use 
was widespread and profound in its penetration and 
acceptance throughout Asia. Previous social customs 
and practices aided tobacco’s acceptance and the 
extent of its consumption. In particular, the practice of 
betel-chewing served as the cultural bridge to tobacco 
smoking throughout the Indonesian Archipelago and 
the Malay world as well as in parts of south China.11 

Because of the rapid and pervasive acceptance 
and growth of tobacco production throughout Asia, 
early Portuguese efforts to commercialize Brazilian 
tobacco production were frustrated.12 Despite sporadic 
early attempts by the Portuguese Crown to monopolize 
the sale of tobacco at home and overseas, these efforts 
were not successful. The Estado da Índia’s early use of 
tobacco for the Crown was limited to the control and 
the generation of rather small amounts of tax revenue 
on retail tobacco sales within their imperial territorial 
boundaries in India. This changed dramatically in the 
last quarter of the 17th century.

After the successful restoration of Portuguese 
independence from Spain in 1640, the Portuguese 
Crown confronted an acute fi scal and economic crisis 
both at home and overseas that required a serious re-
organization and re-structuring of revenue sources in 
order to pay accumulated obligations and attend to 
current operating expenditures. One of the solutions 
for the Crown’s economic and fi scal diffi culties was to 
establish a monopoly over Brazilian tobacco.13 Since 
private contractors handled the actual distribution of 
the commodity, the implementation of the monopoly 
was “a means of obtaining a share of the income 
produced from its sale.”14 

The Junta da Administração do Tabaco (or the 
Tobacco Administrative Council, which is normally 
shortened to the Tobacco Council) was established 
on 14 July 1674. Whether it was intended to be a 

temporary or permanent solution to the Crown’s revenue 
requirements is not clear. The Junta was responsible 
for the commercialization and control of the tobacco 
monopoly in metropolitan Portugal and its empire. 
It was granted and exercised broad search and seizure 
powers. Violators faced legal proceedings and, if found 
guilty, met diverse and draconian punishment. Customs 
duties and the cultivation of tobacco were subordinated 
to it. The establishment of the Junta has been seen as 
“among the most important manifestations of increasing 
state involvement in the [Portuguese] economy,” but the 
“real aim of the crown’s economic policy was the raising 
of capital from whatever source available.”15 Within 
a short time span, by 1681, the tobacco monopoly 
was producing around one-sixth to one-seventh of the 
revenue collected annually by the Crown in Portugal.16 
It was not eliminated until 1834.

The monopoly operated on four continents 
(South America, Europe, Africa and Asia), and Brazilian 
tobacco and products were found globally.17 The Junta 
was a small but powerful administrative unit presided 
over by a President and four dezembargadores (high 
court judges), who met in Lisbon. The Junta’s members 
were all appointed and held their offi ce at the pleasure 
of the Crown. They normally vetted and appointed two 
superintendents in different geographically determined 
territories, who were in permanent residence and 
responsible to the Council and the Crown for the 
functioning of the monopoly. 

The superintendents executed different functions 
and responsibilities depending upon their geographical 
location. As the local representatives of the Junta, they 
possessed a wide range of economic and political power, 
including the authority to integrate Crown assets, 
especially shipping, and utilize Crown administrators as 
commercial agents in the execution of the monopoly’s 
business. 

The superintendents in Brazil operated out 
of Bahia, where they coordinated the reception, 
grading, handling and shipping of tobacco to Portugal. 
They oversaw the sale of the lowest grade of leaf 
tobacco in Brazil to local merchants, who exported 
it primarily to the Mina Coast of West Africa as a 
key commodity in the slave trade. They also became 
involved in the reception, handling and sale of Asian 
commodities shipped from the superintendents of the 
tobacco monopoly in the Estado da Índia. The Asian 
commodities that these superintendents began to sell 
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to local merchants in the early 1750s were Indian 
(primarily Gujarati) colored cotton textiles. These 
were destined primarily for re-exportation to Africa as 
items used to purchase slaves or for consumption in 
Brazil and/or re-exportation within South America. It 
was the responsibility of the superintendents in Brazil 
to remit the proceeds of those sales to Lisbon. They 
purchased gold in Brazil and remitted that commodity 
to the Junta.

The Junta and its superintendents coordinated 
the reception, handling (including customs clearance 
and warehousing) and processing at the Fábrica do 
Tabaco in Lisbon, the sale of Brazilian tobacco and 
products to foreign merchants for re-export and to 
local contractors for consumption in Portugal and the 
shipments to the Estado da Índia. The Junta subdivided 
the internal metropolitan market in Portugal (including 
the Atlantic islands and North Africa) into specifi c 
geographically demarcated regions. Private Portuguese 
merchants, as previously mentioned, contracted the 
supply of tobacco, and the Junta’s superintendents 
oversaw its delivery and commercialization by these 
contractors. At Lisbon, the superintendents also oversaw 
the handling and export of the highest grade of Brazilian 
leaf tobacco and snuff in Crown and privately owned 
and operated company shipping that was destined for 
the Estado da Índia. The quantities of tobacco and 
tobacco products that were exported to the Estado 
da Índia were signifi cantly smaller than the amounts 
sent to Portugal. They coordinated the reception, 
handling and sale of African and Asian commodities 
in Portugal that were regularly shipped to Lisbon and 
had been purchased using the proceeds and profi ts of 
the tobacco monopoly in Asia by the superintendents 
in the Estado da Índia. These superintendents received 
and oversaw the sale of Asian commodities from India 
and China to local and foreign merchants. The primary 
commodities from India were initially pepper from 
the Malabar Coast, diamonds from Golconda, and 
saltpeter from Bengal, with the subsequent inclusion 
of textiles, primarily Gujarati colored cotton textiles. 
In the case of saltpeter from Bengal, they oversaw the 
delivery of this commodity to the Crown’s Fábrica de 
Pólvora (gunpowder factories) before releasing any 
excess deliveries for sale to foreign or local traders 
at Lisbon. The African commodities were primarily 
cowries or shells from Mozambique that were utilized 
as items of exchange in the South Atlantic slave trade. 

The primary commodities from China were tea, fi ne 
silk (damask) textiles and porcelain.

The monopoly in the Estado da Índia initially 
focused upon the consumption of tobacco in the 
Portuguese settlements and indigenous populations 
that extended from East Africa to India, the Indonesian 
Archipelago and China. Subsequently, in the later 
half of the 18th century, in the particular case of 
Macao, commercialization efforts were developed to 
increase demand and sales of tobacco and snuff in 
a broader market in China. The superintendents in 
the Estado da Índia operated in and out of Goa. The 
Junta appointed two superintendents at Goa. They 
operated as commercial agents and were remunerated 
by sales commissions. They were respected actual 
or former Crown administrators with commercial 
experience, as indicated in their service records.18 Their 
appointment lasted for the rest of their career. They 
were responsible for the functioning of the monopoly 
over the vast territory assigned to them. There were 
minor but important variations in how they organized 
the monopoly which have not been mentioned or 
emphasized in the general description of the Crown’s 
tobacco monopoly, such as the Goa rendas (rents or the 
farming out by the Crown of a revenue source, usually 
via a three-year contract to the highest bidder).19

The superintendents in the Estado da Índia 
coordinated the reception and handling (including 
customs clearance and warehousing) of the tobacco 
and snuff that arrived f rom Portugal. They oversaw 
its delivery and commercialization by the Goa tobacco 
renda contractor. Nearly all of the Brazilian tobacco and 
snuff was destined for the successful contractor, usually a 
prominent Hindu merchant or association of merchants 
who actually commercialized the commodities in Goa 
and its environs and re-exported them to markets 
that the superintendents had not excluded from the 
renda contract. Initially the superintendents excluded 
the sale of small quantities of tobacco and snuff in 
East Africa (Rios de Senna and Mozambique) and in 
Northwestern India (the port cities and fortresses or 
praças that included Diu, Daman, Chaul and Bassein, 
which formed what the Portuguese called the Provincia 
do Norte), and administered their direct sale by 
Portuguese Crown offi cials—judges in these instances. 
The superintendents subsequently excluded additional 
geographical territories via negotiation with the Goa 
renda contractor and arranged for the monopoly’s 
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tobacco and snuff to be directly sold by Portuguese 
Crown administrators, the governors of Solor and 
Timor and of Macao, and eventually specifically 
appointed representatives of the monopoly in China. 
The monopoly’s representatives at Macao handled sales 
and revenues in China and, for a period of time, the 
Coromandel Coast in India.

The superintendents in the Estado da Índia were 
also involved in the contracting or purchasing on the 
spot market, reception, handling (including packing 
and customs clearance) and loading of commodities 
shipped from Asia to Portugal and Brazil. They 
supervised the export of commodities on the Crown’s 
account from India (pepper from the Malabar Coast, 
diamonds from Golconda, saltpeter from Bengal, with 
the subsequent inclusion of textiles, primarily Gujarati 
colored cotton textiles), East Africa (cowries or shells 
from Mozambique), and China (initially tea and some 
fi ne silks) from the proceeds of the sale of the Goa 
renda and direct sales in East Africa, the Provincia do 

Norte, China, the Indonesian Archipelago and the 
Coromandel Coast. They were also responsible for 
instructing the monopoly’s local representatives in 
East Africa to purchase gold, ivory and cowries from 
the proceeds of those local tobacco sales. The gold, 
ivory and cowries were remitted to Goa, where the 
superintendents sold them and added the revenues to 
the monopoly’s accounts. When market conditions in 
Brazil or Portugal were not suffi ciently profi table or 
conducive because of stocks being too high, cowries 
from Mozambique would be sold in India and the 
proceeds added to the monopoly’s accounts and used 
to pay for other commodities being purchased for 
Portugal.

The Brazilian tobacco that arrived in Portugal 
and was destined for the Estado da Índia was packed 
in wooden barrels in the attempt to ensure quality and 
safe handling in the voyage on the Crown shipping 
route, the Carreira da Índia, and in the warehouse 
that the superintendents operated at Goa.20 Although 

Tobacco production. In Pierre Pomet, Histoire Génerale des Drogues, Paris, 1694.
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the dimensions of the barrels are not available, they 
apparently were of a standard size, and each held 
approximately 92 arráteis (92 pounds or 42 kilograms) 
of tobacco.21 From 1675 to 1715, the Junta re-exported 
a total of 8,571 barrels (or approximately 788,532 
pounds or 359,982 kilograms) of different grades (fi no, 
cidade, and simoneta) of Brazilian tobacco and snuff to 
the superintendents in Goa. Over the same period, the 
annual average number of barrels of tobacco that was 
delivered to the Estado da Índia was 220 barrels (20,240 
pounds or 9,200 kilograms).22 From 1699 to 1704, the 
contemporaneous annual average of the total quantity 
of tobacco that was shipped from Brazil to Portugal, 
which included the tobacco to be re-exported to the 
Estado da Índia, was 6,225,669 pounds or 2,829,850 
kilograms.23 By volume, therefore, the Crown tobacco 
monopoly in the Estado da Índia was a relatively 
insignifi cant fraction of Portugal’s overall trade in 
Brazilian tobacco.

The great majority of the small amount of tobacco 
that was shipped to the Estado da Índia was destined 
for commercialization by the Goa renda. The sale of 
this tobacco emerged as a signifi cant source of revenue 
for the Crown that was disproportionately greater than 
the volume of tobacco that was involved. Excluding 
the even smaller sales of tobacco in East Africa, the 
Provincia do Norte, the Indonesian Archipelago and 
China, the sale of the Goa tobacco renda produced 
a total income of 6,288,840 xerafi nes for the Estado 
da Índia from 1700 to 1760.24 Over the same period, 
it generated an average annual income of 104,814 
xerafi nes, which was slightly over one-eighth of all of 
the Estado da Índia’s total yearly revenue.25 

At present, it is not possible to quantify the 
earlier 1675 to 1699 total or annual income generated 
by the Goa tobacco renda. However, it must have been 
similar to the later period because of the relatively stable 
quantity of the tobacco delivered. The revenue that the 
Goa tobacco renda generated at that time also aided 
dramatically in the fi scal stabilization of the Estado da 
Índia. It provided the Crown, as the superintendents 
reported, with adequate revenue to fund public works 
and military and naval operations, and to repay loans 
made to the Crown by ecclesiastical institutions. The 
superintendents documented that 1,199,501 xerafi nes 
had been used and paid for the above-mentioned 
purposes from the tobacco monopoly from 1678 to 
1708.26

It was not until the early 18th century that the 
superintendents of the Crown’s tobacco monopoly 
in Goa began to address the commercialization 
opportunities for Brazilian tobacco and snuff in China 
and the Indonesian Archipelago. This is not to say that 
the Goa contractor had not sold tobacco and snuff 
to Macao-based Portuguese merchants and shipping 
that normally frequented Goa on an annual basis. It is 
likely that the Macao-based Portuguese shipping carried 
extremely limited amounts of Brazilian tobacco and 
snuff at this time to sell in China and throughout the 
Indonesian Archipelago. The superintendents initially 
identifi ed that they would utilize Portuguese Crown 
administrators—the governors at Macao in China and 
in Solor and Timor in the Indonesian Archipelago—as 
the monopoly’s exclusive commercial agents. They also 
decided that they would use Crown shipping to deliver 
the tobacco that would be sold in those markets. 

A brief examination of their efforts in the 
Indonesian Archipelago illustrates one of the salient 
characteristics of the Crown’s monopoly that was 
repeatedly replicated in East Africa, China and the 
Indonesian Archipelago. The characteristic in reference 
was that proceeds of the small sales of tobacco were 
never directly remitted to Goa or Lisbon but used to 
purchase highly fungible and profi table commodities 
that multiplied the value of the sales of tobacco. 
This practice increased the value of tobacco sales and 
the profi tability of this monopoly, but it makes any 
precise calculation as to the overall profi tability of any 
segment and the consolidation of the trade diffi cult 
to estimate. 

In early 1706, for example, Jácome de Moraes 
Sarmento, the Portuguese governor and captain-
general of Timor and Solor, received a paltry amount 
of 36 arráteis (36 pounds or 16  kilograms) of fi no and 
cidade tobacco from Goa. His instructions were to 
sell the tobacco primarily to local Portuguese settlers 
and members of the religious orders on those islands. 
The governor sold the tobacco at local prices of 8 
and 10 Timorese pardaos that were, respectively, the 
equivalent of 20 and 25 xerafi nes in Goa per arrátel 
per different grade of tobacco. The total value of the 
tobacco that was sold was around 810 xerafi nes in local 
currency. With the proceeds of the sale of tobacco, he 
purchased local sandalwood (6½ bahars, though the 
quantities and values of the intermediate transactions 
are irrelevant for the point that is being made) that 
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was shipped to Macao, where it was received and sold 
profi tably. With the sales proceeds of the sandalwood, 
the Portuguese governor of Macao purchased gold in 
China, which was shipped to the superintendents of 
the tobacco monopoly at Goa. They sold the gold and 
paid the freight expenses for its shipment from China 
to India. With the proceeds of the sale of the gold, they 
purchased diamonds from Golconda, valued at 4,665 
xerafi nes, in Goa, which were exported to the Junta in 
Portugal in 1709.27 

The Junta and the superintendents at Goa 
initiated shipments of Brazilian tobacco to Goa for 
re-export to “open” the China market in 1712.28 They 
chose to utilize the Portuguese governor at Macao as the 
monopoly’s exclusive commercial agent. Because the Goa 
renda contractor tried to claim these sales as part of his 
contract, China, Solor and Timor, and the Coromandel 
Coast were excluded from the territory of the Goa renda 
in 1712.29 Although some of the Portuguese governors 
at Macao would be more successful and diligent in this 
role than others, the governor of Macao would remain 
responsible to the superintendents at Goa and the 
Crown for the tobacco monopoly until 1725.30 In that 
year, the superintendents at Goa changed their strategy 
and nominated two exclusive representatives of the 
monopoly at Macao: António Ribeiro and Manuel de 
Sande e Vasconcelos. These representatives, apparently, 
were active and responsible for the monopoly until 
the death of Sande e Vasconcelos in Macao in 1745.31 
Although there were shipments in 1746 and 1752, the 
monopoly’s activities at Macao lapsed or diminished 
to such a degree that they are not documented in the 
superintendents’ annual general letter to the Junta. The 
Portuguese monopoly’s activities in China were renewed 
in 1758 via the appointment of exclusive representatives 
and continued without any further disruption for the 
rest of the 18th and into the early 19th century, when it 
was extinguished in Portugal and its empire.32

The Portuguese governors at Macao faced a 
series of important and diffi cult issues, which included 
establishing the monopoly’s authority and defi ning and 
implementing a successful commercial strategy. In the 
early stages of developing the market, they encountered 
resistance and contestation of the monopoly’s authority 
from two unlikely sources. The two incidents, which 
were similar in nature, occurred in 1718 at the end of 
Dom Francisco de Alarcão Sotto-Maior’s term and at 
the beginning of António de Albuquerque Coelho’s 

period as governor.33 The fi rst consisted of Alarcão 
Sotto-Maior’s confi scation of a quantity of tobacco (209 
arráteis) from the Society of Jesus that was illegally in 
the possession of the procurador (agent) of the Vice-
Province of China, Father Joseph Simões.34 The second 
consisted of Albuquerque Coelho’s confi scation at 
Macao of a quantity of Brazilian tobacco on board the 
recently arrived Santa Catharina e Almas, a privately 
owned ship belonging to the Companhia do Comercio 
de Lisboa, which had permission to sail directly from 
Lisbon to China. Although the tobacco, it was claimed, 
was destined to be sold at Batavia,35 Albuquerque 
Coelho upheld the Crown’s monopoly, since the ship 
and Company agents could not produce evidence that 
the Crown had stipulated in its license permission to 
carry or negotiate this commodity. The quantity of 
tobacco is not stated, but its cost value was mentioned 
as the equivalent of 3,750 xerafi nes.36

The quantities of Brazilian tobacco and snuff 
that were shipped from Portugal to Goa for China 
or directly from Lisbon to Macao were volumes 
incremental or additional to those exported to the 
Estado da Índia. The quantities were even smaller 
than the exports for sale and consumption in East 
Africa and India, and there was a different product 
mix. In addition to different grades (fi no, cidade, and 
simoneta) of Brazilian tobacco and snuff, a grade of 
tabaco em pó (snuff ) known as amostrinha was included 
and introduced to accommodate Chinese consumers’ 
preferences, following observations made on this point 
by the governors of Macao to the superintendents 
at Goa and the Junta in Lisbon. In early 1716 the 
governor of Macao, Dom Francisco de Alarcão Sotto-
Maior, reported to the Crown on the diffi culties in 
establishing the monopoly in that city and a mass 
market for Brazilian tobacco in China. He estimated 
the annual market at Macao for Brazilian tobacco was 
a meager 200 arráteis. One of the reasons for such slack 
demand, which was also expressed by other Crown 
administrators about the markets in Solor and Timor 
and on the Coromandel Coast, was that internal and 
regionally produced tobacco from south China and 
Manila was already available and successfully competing 
with the Portuguese-controlled Brazilian commodity.37 
The second diffi culty that he observed at Macao was 
that he lacked jurisdiction over Chinese merchants 
and control over the sale of tobacco in their shops in 
the city. The Portuguese monopoly could only control 
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A pipe-seller. In George Henry Mason, 
The Costume of China, London, 1800.
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the sales of tobacco within the Portuguese and foreign 
community. Snuff was the preferred tobacco product 
that was sold to elite Chinese buyers—mandarins. 
Finally, he concluded, “this commodity can only be 
introduced in this Empire [in volume] selling at reduced 
price, and [only] after its introduction [in this manner] 
can the Royal Treasury realize great advance, this is 
what I can certify.”38  

The Junta and the superintendents did not share 
Alarcão Sotto-Maior’s advocacy for implementing a 
commercial strategy that included the reduction of 
prices or “dumping” the commodity to gain greater 
market penetration and share. Despite their early 
marketing diffi culties and frustrations, the Portuguese 
governor in Macao in late 1720 António da Silva Telo 
e Meneses, estimated that the market for Brazilian 
tobacco and tobacco products had grown but was still 
a modest 2,000 arráteis, with more than one-half being 
in snuff or amostrinha.39 With the sales proceeds from 
the monopoly at Macao in that same year, Silva Telo e 
Meneses had remitted to Goa over 35 ounces of gold. 
It was sold for 21,669 xerafi nes, which were used to 
pay for a quantity (368 quintais) of pepper that was 
exported to Lisbon in 1721.40 This meant that around 
1720, the amount of tobacco shipped to China was 

one-tenth or less the amount shipped from Lisbon to 
the Goa renda in India, but the revenue generated by 
tobacco sales in China was approximately one-fi fth of 
the revenue generated by the sales of the Goa renda. 
While the Junta and superintendents in Goa desired 
greater acceptance of the commodity and larger sales 
in China, at this time they contented themselves with 
profi t maximization on small volumes. 

Some of Alarcão Sotto-Maior’s and subsequent 
governors’ recommendations were accepted. There are 
three interesting and signifi cant examples. The fi rst was 
the inclusion of amostrinha—the more yellow in color 
the better—and shifting its packaging from wooden 
barrels to crates and its presentation in bulk fi rst in 
clear glass bottles and later in white glass bottles that 
initially held one arrátel to one-half or one-fourth of an 
arrátel of snuff. From an undetermined date in the 18th 
century, the glass bottles were produced by the Fabrica 
de Vidrio (glass factory) at Palvaterra in Portugal and 
delivered to the Fábrica do Tabaco in Lisbon, where the 
snuff was bottled and packed for export. The second 
was the organization of the delivery, to the extent 
possible, of the monopoly’s tobacco to Macao on Crown 
or privately owned Company shipping sailing directly 
from Lisbon to China in order to deliver a fresher 

Fábrica do Tabaco in Lisbon in the 19th century by João Pedroso. Oil on canvas (City Museum, Lisbon).
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product. The third recommendation accepted was the 
decision to diminish, if not cease, the initial practice 
of purchasing tea from the tobacco sales proceeds in 
China and revert to purchasing gold with that revenue 
and remitting it to Goa to be sold. The superintendents 
used these revenues to pay for pepper that they exported 
from India to Lisbon. The argument that was made 
for this change was that, although the tea purchased 
in China was packed in tin-lined chests, upon arrival 
in India the tea had to be warehoused to wait for the 
proper time to sail. These conditions and delays would 
damage the quality of the tea. When, however, shipping 
directly from China to Lisbon was available, especially 
in the latter half of the 18th century, the proceeds of the 
tobacco monopoly’s sales in China were employed to 
purchase tea, fi ne silk damasks, and porcelain on the 
Crown’s behalf.

The technical and nautical skill to sail directly 
from Lisbon to China and return directly to Portugal 
was not new. It had been advocated in the mid-17th 
century.41 In its efforts to resuscitate and strengthen 
commerce with the Estado da Índia in the late 17th and 
early 18th century, the Crown used its own shipping 
and supported Portuguese private investors’ and ship 
owners’ efforts in establishing companies42 to trade 
in Asia in general and with China in particular by 
providing licenses to sail this route.43 One of the 
stipulations for these licenses was the freighting and 
delivery of the Crown tobacco monopoly’s products 
to its representatives in China. When direct shipping 
was not available, the shipments for China were sent 
to Goa, where it was re-exported on Crown shipping 
or via freight contract with Macao-based Portuguese 
shipping that frequented Goa. The freight rates were a 
subject of sharp discussion and negotiation between the 
Crown and Macao’s ship owners. The Crown generally 
was the winner and obtained a lower rate, 4% or 5% 
versus 10% ad valorum.44

Finally, although the Portuguese records offer 
few details on the buyers and consumers of Brazilian 
tobacco and snuff at Macao, they do offer some lines of 
inquiry that warrant further research. The buyers that 
are elliptically mentioned are Chinese mandarins and 
members of the local Portuguese community, including 
members of Catholic religious orders. It is speculated 
that while leaf tobacco and some snuff was consumed 
locally in Macao, some quantities were purchased 
by members of the Senado da Câmara and given by 

that institution as gifts to local Qing administrators, 
especially at Canton, for their personal consumption or 
remission to Beijing, where such gifts might have been 
perceived as tribute. Jesuit interest and involvement 
with Brazilian tobacco was demonstrated, as already 
mentioned, by the governor of Macao’s confi scation 
of a signifi cant quantity from the procurador of the 
Vice-Province of China in early 1718. Purchases by 
the Jesuits did occur, and there may have been support 
payments in kind to them of tobacco or snuff by the 
Portuguese Crown as part of its padroado (or patronage) 
obligations to the missionary’s activities in China. The 
Jesuits present at Beijing were signifi cant cross-cultural 
interlocutors between China and the West. Further 
research would have to be done to determine the extent 
of their involvement in promoting the consumption 
of snuff at elite levels in China in the 17th and 18th 
centuries.

CONCLUSIONS

This essay discussed the organization and 
functioning of the Portuguese Crown’s monopoly of 
Brazilian tobacco from its cultivation to its control 
over commercialization. This monopoly provides a 
telling case study of globalization in early modern 
world history. Out of political and economic necessity, 
the Portuguese Crown harnessed a New World 
commodity—Brazilian tobacco—and fashioned a 
monopoly that provided revenues for its metropolitan 
and imperial requirements. 

By making buyers and consumers in Europe, 
Africa, America, and Asia pay for the pleasure they 
derived from smoking tobacco and taking snuff, the 
Crown reduced its debt and generated income that 
it might not have found elsewhere. In metropolitan 
Portugal, the tobacco monopoly produced around 
one-sixth to one-seventh of the revenue collected 
annually by the Crown. In Portuguese Asia, the tobacco 
monopoly produced over one-eighth of all of the Estado 
da Índia’s total yearly revenue.

For the Estado da Índia and China, although 
the quantities of tobacco and snuff were small, the 
revenue that was generated was disproportionately 
large and important to imperial fortunes and the 

A Chinese merchant smoking a pipe while overseeing the unloading of tea.
Chinese album early 18th century.
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